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RADAR / SCENE

HUDSON Happenings
LAUNCHES

MAHARAM’S DIGITAL PROJECTS
x SARAH MORRIS

Maharam’s Digital Projects is a series of large-scale, digitally
printed wallcoverings designed by a revolving roster of
esteemed artists. This month, the storied American textile
brand tapped Manhattan-based artist and filmmaker Sarah
Morris to create Midtown and Hellion Equilibrium for its latest
addition to the collection. maharam.com
Describe your work.
Retinal after images of our
environment. In other words,
when I’m looking at something
and then close my eyes for a
second, I explore how the
structure of what I just saw
carries forth.

Were there any surprises in
working with this medium?
I have a hang-up with getting
color exactly as I see it in my
mind. Even in a digital world
with technology, it still took a
lot of will to see a very specific
desire become a reality.

In what way does living in
New York inspire your work?
My first studio was near Times
Square and all the corporate
buildings along Sixth Avenue.
I’ve always been interested in
the mainstream, but I didn’t feel
aligned with Midtown at all, so
my work is very much to claim
that zone as mine. When I say
retinal, I use such architecture
as a strategy for seduction.

What makes this project
different from past works?
The sense that these pieces
are going to enter more
environments is exciting.
People’s homes are quite
personal, and everyone
has very specific ideas on
how they want to use their
space. It’s interesting that
people can play around with
these works.
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OPEN HOUSE
SHOPS + SHOWROOMS

Stockholm design brand Hem
Studio (left) recently opened a
location in SoHo (460 Broome
St.). Using home-like vignettes,
Hem will regularly rotate its 400plus offerings designed by
notables like GamFratesi, Luca
Nichetto and Max Lamb. Lighting
and furniture designer Lee
Broom is moving from his
curbside storefront in SoHo (34
Greene St.) to a 3,000-squarefoot penthouse showroom in
Tribeca, which will feature his
new Tribeca collection inspired
by the neighborhood. Brooklyn
textile brand Eskayel is doubling
its Williamsburg studio and
showroom (75 S. 6th St.) to 1,800
square feet with an additional
floor, where they’ll debut the
Salentu rug collection to coincide
with the October launch of the
new space.
WRITTEN BY JOSEPH HARPER

wall about digital photo: courtesy maharam. hudson happenings photo: courtesy workstead. open house photo: brian ferry, hem new york studio.

WALL ABOUT
DIGITAL

With art galleries and furniture showrooms lining its fabled Warren Street,
Hudson is a world-class design destination that continues to flourish. Foley &
Cox, a Hudson mainstay for refined European vintage and antiques, just
launched an e-commerce website (foleyandcoxhome.com) that offers new fall
pieces from its custom furniture line. Gestalt (614 Warren St.), which offers a
highly curated selection of furniture from mostly up-and-coming international
brands, celebrates its one-year anniversary with exclusive U.S. representation
of Japan’s Ariake Collection. And Workstead design studio (232 3rd St., E102),
with its sophisticated showroom hidden inside a gorgeous 19th-century building,
commemorates its 10 th anniversary by quadrupling its annual release of new
lighting designs, including the Hieroglyph Studio sconce and pendant (above),
which takes inspiration from the De Stijl movement.
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NATE BERKUS

How has Nate Berkus Associates
evolved over the last 25 years?
My aesthetic has always been
informed by travel, and the older
I’ve become the more things I’ve
seen. I’m the guy who goes on
vacation and photographs the
floor of every cathedral in Europe.
What’s the inspiration behind your
latest collection for the Shade
Store? It's very Mediterranean, with
painterly freehanded patterns and
a warm neutral palette. Heritage
Greek motifs were the starting
point and then we brought them
to life in a modern way. We wanted
to do something that felt fresh but
universal and easy to layer.
He’s already famous, but interior
designer Nate Berkus never rests
on his laurels. Luxe caught up with
the telegenic talent to talk about
the growth and success of Nate
Berkus Associates, his fall collection
for Port Chester-based The Shade
Store, and what made him decide
to move back to New York City.

DISHING ON
NEW YORK
NIMEROLOGY

Nimerology is a deluxe homeware brand that’s been hard to find
outside exclusive boutiques across the Middle East. But its Lebanese
founder, Nour al Nimer, recently moved to New York City and brought
her wares with her. Now the fine bone china, made in the renowned
English pottery town of Stoke-on-Trent, is available at Manhattan’s
Gabriel & Guillaume gallery as well as at Matriark in Sag Harbor, with
pop-ups in the works. With a Turkish mother, Palestinian father, and an
extensive arts education in England, al Nimer taps her global mindset
to design chinaware inspired by her travels (Ode to Scandinavia and
I Left My Heart in Mexico are just two globetrotting collection names).
“My husband was based in New York when we met and I wanted
Nimerology to have a presence in the U.S., so moving here was a
natural progression for both my personal and professional life,” she
says. “Plus, this city has always been my happy place.” nimerology.com
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Why the return from Los Angeles?
My husband and I want our
children to grow up in a place
that’s a little more worldly than
what Los Angeles had to offer. And
we wanted to feel like we're really
part of a neighborhood. We also
have a deep admiration for the
way people in New York City live
with such spontaneity.

northern star photos: collection samples, courtesy the shade store; portrait: heather talbert photography. dishing on new york photos: courtesy nimerology.
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shelf
LIFE

shelf life photos: courtesy rizzoli new york.

THREE NEW BOOKS
SHINE A LIGHT
ON DESIGNERS
WHOSE WORK IS
THE DEFINITION
OF STAR POWER.

▲ Designing Hollywood Homes: Movie Houses
“I think he sees things cinematically, which brings a sense of
narrative and drama to his work,” writes Diane Keaton in her
foreword to designer Stephen Shadley’s first comprehensive
monograph. The longtime friends have collaborated on
numerous houses, several of which appear in the book, which is
an ode to Shadley’s talent for creating homes with unparalleled
allure—a skill he honed as a scenic artist for 20th Century Fox.
But it is the epilogue that truly delights: a look at Shadley’s
home, Potic Castle in the Catskill Mountains, which he describes
as “a veritable guidebook of my travels.” rizzoliusa.com

▲ Golden Light: The Interior
Design of Nickey Kehoe
Todd Nickey and Amy Kehoe have
had a devoted following since
opening their Los Angeles studio and
boutique in 2004. Their approach to
design, which has attracted notable
clients like Natalie Portman, is one
of insatiable curiosity, and as they
write in the foreword, “We are inspired by the everyday and the
extraordinary…from minimal to maximal, quiet to baroque, but the real
grandeur is in that ephemeral feeling that a space evokes.” The book
tours homes they’ve created in Pasadena, Venice, Malibu and more,
each displaying the firm’s “studied but unfussy” style. rizzoliusa.com
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▲ A Tale of Interiors
Design partners Louisa Pierce and Emily Ward are firm believers
in storytelling and “the art of more,” an approach to decorating
that naturally leads to a visually indulgent book. Its pages show
many of their A-List clients’ homes, of course—Josh Brolin’s love
of wallpaper might surprise you—but interspersed are charming
antique patterns and illustrations that give it the feel of a vintage
scrapbook, perhaps one found at any of the estate sales they
frequent. Also throughout are tips, advice and insights. It’s a
celebration of organized abundance and personal style, with
more than a dash of humor. rizzoliusa.com

